
EARN & LEARN
PROGRAMME

EARLY CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

If you are a new or recent school 
leaver and have completed your 
Leaving Certificate, apply to our 
programme and get the opportunity 
to build a career in EirGrid, the 
national grid operator, as we shape 
Ireland's energy future.

APPLY NOW
recruitment@eirgrid.com

mailto:recruitment@eirgrid.com


The programme

At EirGrid Group, we operate, develop and enhance the electricity grid and market, bringing power to
everyone throughout the island of Ireland.

We see ourselves at the forefront of innovations in the industry, transitioning towards a low-carbon,
technology enabled smart future

Now, in support of government policy, we have made a commitment to significantly increase the amount of
electricity we get from renewable sources. This is a key part of our strategy 2020–2025.

As a participant on the Programme, we will provide you with an opportunity to build a career within our    
 Market Operations function where you’ll grow your knowledge, skills and understanding how the integrated
electricity market operates across the Island of Ireland and in Europe.
 
You’ll also be making a difference to the future of the planet: As we lead the way in the transition to managing
renewable energy on the grid, you will have an exciting role to play in driving and supporting our new strategy
for 2020–25.

Upon joining, you will undergo a comprehensive onboarding programme as well as receive guidance from a
dedicated mentor throughout the Programme.

 
You will be offered a competitive salary and benefits.

Throughout the programme we will continue to develop your knowledge and provide you with a suite of learning
and development modules to assist you in making the leap from being successful in the classroom to being
effective in a dynamic corporate environment.

And that’s not all, we will also provide support for you to undertake a third level qualification should you choose
to pursue further studies.
You will be a new or recent school leaver, completed your Leaving Certificate and obtained a minimum of, or
equivalent to, 2 H5 and 4 O6/H7 grades.

How to apply

You will be a new or recent school leaver, completed your Leaving Certificate and obtained a
minimum of, or equivalent to, 2 H5 and 4 O6/H7 grades.

 
You will demonstrate your motivation and interest in working in the energy sector and be
available to join in early to mid 2023.

To apply, please submit a copy of your CV, including a breakdown of your Leaving Certificate
results and cover letter to recruitment@eirgrid.com 
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